
00:17:53 Cecily Sorenson: link to mission: https://discovery-

center.cloud.sap/missiondetail/3266/3321/ 

00:27:23 Adi Mogilevsky: Will I see tehse Tiles on my On Prem Fiori Lunchpad? 

00:28:23 Adi Mogilevsky: What is the difference from On Prem Fiori App called "Flexible 

Workflow"? 

00:29:18 Divya: This is a workflow management launchpad which will be enabled with all the 

capabilities once you subscribe to workflow management service and do the necessary set up which will 

be mentioned in this guided demo. 

00:30:20 Adi Mogilevsky: This is not answering my question so 

00:30:46 Adi Mogilevsky: Will I need multiple Lunch pads ? 

00:32:19 Milton Rodrigues: Hello Adi, this is a BTP Cloud based application. The tiles you 

saw and the applications are part of the Cloud Fiori Launchpad. This is not part of on prem FLP. 

00:33:37 Adi Mogilevsky: What are you saying so that I could not use it for on-prem 

implementations? 

00:33:47 Adi Mogilevsky: How is this different from CPI consumption? 

00:34:01 Adi Mogilevsky: Why could not I use the service to cloud and back to on prem? 

00:35:27 Aseem Kher: @Adi I think what you would need is an amalgamated approach with 

the workflow subscription and a cloud connector to link your on prem system to cloud 

00:35:44 Adi Mogilevsky: Exactly - this is what I am after 

00:35:57 Milton Rodrigues: I was speaking of the out of the box applications you see in the 

FLP. SAP Workflow Management can work with on premise applications using SAP Cloud Connectore 

and SAP Cloud Integration Suite. 

00:36:23 Adi Mogilevsky: Exactly - this is what i am after 

00:37:04 Adi Mogilevsky: Still my question - could I export the workflow to JSON file or GIT and 

reconsume it to on-prem system? 

00:37:22 Milton Rodrigues: The Process Workspace that you see, while it is part of the cloud 

FLP, once it is built and deployed, the metrics and process performance indicators can be consumed by 

the OData API wherever necessary 

00:37:24 Adi Mogilevsky: So I will develop Workflows in-Cloud, but I will use it on-prem? 

00:37:31 BECKERF: Can you show again, how to access how to guide? 

00:38:08 Aseem Kher: @Adi you can use the data / system from on prem but for development 

and hosting I gues you'd need cloud 

00:38:22 Milton Rodrigues: No, this is not a possible usage type. The workflows are part of 

the Cloud service. If you are speaking of NW BPM, the underlying architectures are different. 



00:39:02 Aseem Kher: @Milton If i have a valid subscription for BTP can I not create 

destinations and use them ? 

00:40:09 Milton Rodrigues: @aseem, could you elaborate? use what with destinations? If 

you expose anything as REST or OData, you should be able to access them. If it is on prem, you would 

need an SAP CC 

00:41:37 Milton Rodrigues: @beckerf, is this what you are looking for 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/WORKFLOW_MANAGEMENT/Cloud/en-US?task=discover_task 

00:41:41 Aseem Kher: @Milton yup CC is what I was talking about 

00:42:14 Aseem Kher: like when I create a FIORI app on cloud leveraging OData from an on 

prem system 

00:44:10 BECKERF: @milton, Divya show us a screen with different tile, prerequiste, dev...I 

was speaking about this one. 

00:44:49 Phil Cooley: When using a Workflow Form, can you read Business rules to determine 

which fields in the form you want to show - possibly based on responses to some of the questions? OR 

would a SAPUI5 component be required? 

00:45:02 Srinivasan: Could you please tell the usage of Business Key again ? 

00:45:03 Milton Rodrigues: @BECKERF, this is part of the mission. I believe you are speaking 

about the Boosters. This is in your trial account as well 

00:45:32 Cecily Sorenson: @beckerf you are referring to the mission project board. Here is 

the link to the mission: https://discovery-center.cloud.sap/missiondetail/3266/3321/ Once you start the 

mission you can access each of the tiles and contents. 

00:46:30 Milton Rodrigues: @sreenivasan, business key is a unique identifier for your 

workflow. It is recommended to use a context attribute (unique) as a business key, examples, employee 

id in case of an HR workflow, sales order id in case of sales orders 

00:48:25 Milton Rodrigues: @Phil, Forms is a rapid development tool. It is NOT 

recommended for productive coding. Instead, SAP UI5 must be used. In short, Forms has very reduced 

features and such dynamic requests such as API calls etc is not possible 

00:48:39 Aman Varshney: While terminating in case of synchronous and parallel multicast 

will the response hold any footprint of the termination? 

00:48:48 Phil Cooley: Yep, thought so - just good to get confirmation 

00:48:55 BECKERF: @celily, thnaks 

00:49:57 Milton Rodrigues: @aman, the workflow execution log will maintain all states and 

terminations, and relevant reasons in itself. 

00:50:13 Milton Rodrigues: even errors will be logged where relevant 



00:51:16 Srinivasan: Is it possible to update my workflow title after my workflow is 

completed. Eg: After the execution of Service Task, is it possible to update the title based on the context 

data ? 

00:53:30 Milton Rodrigues: @srinivasan, I am not sure I understood the question. Why 

would you want to change the Title of a task. The workflow details are only visible to a process 

administrator. The end user would be more required to see at most the user task for human centric 

tasks in the workflow. 

00:58:53 Srinivasan: Thank you for the reply Milton. So we have a scenario wherein we 

would get the requests to create new materials. The requester groups would see their request in 

workflow instances. After approval new material would be created. We want to display this new 

material id in the title so they know new material is created and also makes the search easier 

01:01:18 Milton Rodrigues: The workflow and task specific context can be accessed using 

the JUEL script. Workflows has a concept of sub-flows. Using this, you probably can address your 

requirement such that a dedicated workflow is triggered for each group. There are many valid ways to 

implement this. 

01:02:12 Srinivasan: Many thanks Milton, I will check on this  

01:02:20 Milton Rodrigues: My pleasure 

01:12:52 Cecily Sorenson: The recording for today's call will be made available here: 

https://webinars.sap.com/2021-12-31-sap-btp-customer-value-network-global/en/garage1 

01:16:01 Phil Cooley: thanks! 

01:16:04 Carol: Thanks 


